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RULE REFERENCES: 
 *Rule 1.6 
 *Rule 1.7 
 *Rule 1.8 
 *Rule 1.10 
 *Rule 7.5 

 

 
SUBJECTS: 
 *Client Communications 
 *Confidentiality 
 *Conflict of Interest 
 *Employees of Lawyers 
 *Law Firms 
 *Letterhead 
 *Of Counsel 
 *Sharing Office Space 
 
ANNOTATION: 

A lawyer may be employed by, and appear on, the letterhead as an associate of one attorney and as "of 
counsel" of another attorney.  There should, however, be disclosure of the lawyer's status to clients to 
avoid potential conflict with present or former clients of either firm (Rules 1.6; 1.7; 1.10; 7.5.) 

 
                                                                           

 
QUESTION: 
 
 Attorneys A and B are each part owners of a building in which they share space for their separate law 
practices.  Neither attorney accepts cases in which the other is involved.  Attorney A proposes employing 
Attorney C in his law practice.  Attorney A would pay Attorney C's salary and expenses.  Attorney C would 
also work for Attorney B.  Attorney B would reimburse Attorney A for fifty percent of Attorney C's salary 
and expenses.  Attorney C's name, as an associate, would appear on Attorney A's letterhead and Attorney 
C's name would appear on Attorney B's letterhead with the words "of counsel". 
 
 Is this arrangement permissible? 
 
RESPONSE: 
 
 The New Hampshire Rules of Professional Conduct do not expressly prohibit the proposed 
employment arrangement.  The method of compensation and letterhead designation seem designed to meet 
the requirements of Rule 7.5 regarding firm names and letterhead.  There is no implication that Attorney 
A's and B's practice in a partnership or other organization under this arrangement, and the nature of 
Attorney C's association with each law firm appears to be accurately represented by the proposed letterhead 
designation. 
 



 The inquiring attorneys must be cautioned to be aware of Rule 1.6 regarding confidentiality of 
information, and the rules dealing with conflict of interest, particularly Rules 1.7 and 1.10. 
 
 A per se rule disqualifying Attorney C from engaging in the described simultaneous relationship 
with both Attorneys A and B is unnecessary since Attorneys A and B do not take cases against one another.  
Attorney C's dual association should be disclosed to the clients of Attorney A and Attorney B in order to 
avoid any potential conflict of interest with present or former clients of either firm.  The fact that Attorney 
C is paid only by Attorney A is not germane since an attorney who is associated with a firm on an "of 
counsel" basis is, for the purposes of determining conflict of interest, a member of that firm.  See NH Op 
84-5/3, Municipal Representation:  "Of Counsel" Conflict, and Committee Notes following Rule 1.8. 


